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The Third Global Consultation of the World Health Organization (WHO) on donation and transplants was held in Madrid (Spain) in March 2010. Through the Madrid Resolution, representatives of 70 countries from all over the world called for progress toward self-sufficiency in transplantation. Self-sufficiency is seen as a necessity not only to reduce mortality on the waiting list, but also to control ethically unacceptable practices such as trafficking in organs and transplant tourism. With almost 90 transplant procedures per million population (pmp) in the year 2011, Spain is in a privileged position for achieving self-sufficiency, setting the bases for a roadmap that includes donation as an integral part of the end-of-life setting in all possible death circumstances.

Brain dead donors (BDD) are the most frequent source of organs for transplantation: approximately 90% of all donors in Spain are people in whom death has been diagnosed according to neurological criteria. The donation levels reached in our country, fundemented upon BDD, come close to excellence—though this does not mean that there is no room for improvement. Nevertheless, BDD as an option is becoming exhausted both quantitatively and qualitatively. Continued auditing in the critical care units of hospitals authorized for organ donation in Spain reflects a dramatic decrease in the potential for donation in BDD, from 65 donors pmp in 2001 to 49 donors pmp in 2010.

This decrease is attributable to the reduction in traffic accident deaths and stroke mortality, common to all European countries, and to the more widespread practice of operations such as decompressive craniotomy in traumatic and atraumatic brain injuries. Furthermore, the mean age of BDD is progressively increasing, as a result of the current prevalence of cerebrovascular events as cause of death versus traumatic brain damage.

In this context we need to find alternatives in donation to cover the transplantation demands. This has led our system to revisit non-heart beating donation (NHBD). This type of donation is as old as transplantation itself, since the first procedures were carried out with organs obtained from people who had died according to criteria which we would now call circulatory and respiratory criteria. Furthermore, in the midst of debate about the ethical aspects of heart transplantation from non-heart beating donors, it should be remembered that the first heart transplant performed by Christiaan Barnard in 1967 involved the heart of a donor who had died according to the aforementioned circulatory criteria. The interest in recovering non-heart beating donation is common to a number of countries, as evidenced on occasion of the first international congress on this aspect, held in Maastricht in 1995.

Since then there has been an exponential increase in the number of NHBD worldwide (an estimated 8% of the donors reported to the Global Observatory on Donation and Transplantation correspond to NHBD), though with the particularity that this increase has only occurred in a limited number of countries, and with clear polarization as regards the type of non-heart beating donation, depending on the country involved. Thus, in countries such as Australia,
Belgium, Canada, the United States, the Netherlands and the United Kingdom, among others, emphasis has been placed on so-called controlled donation after circulatory death (DCD), involving donation from people who die after limitation of life-sustaining treatment. In contrast, the predominant type in Spain is uncontrolled NHBD, corresponding to people who die following cardiorespiratory arrest with failed cardiopulmonary resuscitation maneuvers—the modality addressed by Pérez-Villares et al. in their article in the present issue of MEDICINA INTENSIVA. Very few countries have been able to reproduce the Spanish experience. France is the only country to have developed a solid program similar to our own, and which was launched in 2006. Other countries have had donors of this type, though always in very limited numbers. After estimating that uncontrolled NHBD could increase the pool of organ donors by 22,000 per year in the United States, the city of New York has worked on a protocol for years, though it has not yet been implemented. The difficulty of introducing uncontrolled NHBD in other countries is related to ethical—legal issues on one hand and to the technical and organizational complexity inherent to this type of donation on the other.

In 1995, the Spanish National Transplant Organization coordinated the development of a Consensus Document on Non-heart Beating donation, in which it was agreed not to consider the development of DCD and to promote uncontrolled NHBD within a specific legal setting defined by Spanish Royal Decree 2070/1999. Recently, the national consensus document has been updated, incorporating also DCD, and representing a clear impulse for uncontrolled NHBD in Spain. In fact, for years uncontrolled NHBD was confined to three cities in this country: A Coruña, Barcelona and Madrid—with quantitatively very significant activity in the latter two (there were also cases in Málaga during the 1990s). The abovementioned technical and organizational complexity was recognized as a clear hindering factor for applying new programs in other Spanish cities.

With their experience, Pérez-Villares et al. have broken down barriers that were more imagined than real against the start of a program of this kind. In the development of such a protocol, vision, institutional support, organization and coordination effort, training of all the implicated professionals, and excellent communication have all been key elements. In our opinion, a number of salient aspects of the program summarized by the authors deserve special mention. On one hand, the program has been placed into operation with a population below or at the initially recommended limit of 500,000 inhabitants—demonstrating its feasibility and substantial impact upon the levels of donation and transplantation activity. Of note is the extraordinary effectiveness of the program, with a high percentage of potential donors transformed into real donors, and a high conversion rate of the latter into used donors. Such effectiveness is in contrast to the global situation in Spain, where performance is substantially lower—this being a source of concern in view of the enormous organizational, human and technical efforts required by each donation procedure. In our opinion, the described effectiveness is the result of extreme care in the selection of potential donors and the availability of different preservation techniques. Although randomized clinical trials are needed to contrast this clinical observation, the experience gained by some groups suggests superiority of extracorporeal membrane oxygenation (ECMO) under conditions of hypothermia, and particularly under normothermcal conditions (NECMO), versus in situ cold preservation for the preservation of abdominal organs, in terms of both organ viability and post-transplantation outcomes. However, preservation with ECMO/NECMO implies technical complexity and costs which can pose obstacles for programs undergoing development. In addition, in some cases, the technique based on extracorporeal circulation is complicated by a lack of integrity of the vascular tree or other reasons—causing suspension of the donation process after the important efforts made. We therefore consider it a good strategy on the part of the authors to be able to have both preservation techniques available as a means to avoid unnecessary donor losses, particularly considering that such availability appears to be related to the attainment of good post-transplantation results. Regarding this latter point, it is essential to stress the good results obtained with renal transplantation from such donors, and the promising beginnings of liver transplantation. Finally, development of the program has been made without any major budget impact—this being particularly important considering the current economical restrictions in the country and their impact upon the healthcare system.

Many areas for improvement remain in uncontrolled NHBD. New strategies are needed to lessen the logistic complexity of the process, reducing the time restrictions as far as possible. An interesting point in this sense is the protocol recently described in Saint Petersburg, combining the administration of fibrinolytic agents, extracorporeal circulation and leukapheresis to allow warm ischemia times of up to 90 min from the diagnosis of death, with excellent post-transplantation renal function and no cases of primary graft non-function. The cost-effectiveness of these programs is also an issue meriting future evaluation with a view to defining the convenience of developing new Alpha Codes. The difficulties and challenges inherent to uncontrolled NHBD give extraordinary value to the introduction and development of new programs such as that of Granada, San Juan ( Alicante), Santander, Seville or Valencia. All of them have shown that enthusiasm, continued effort and, in many cases, inventiveness, are able to truly increase the transplantation possibilities for many patients and to establish donation as an integral part of end-of-life care in circumstances as complex as death following out-hospital cardiac arrest.
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